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ABSTRACT. A harmonic analysis is defined for operators on C(T),
the space of all continuous functions on the circle group. An extension
of the F. and M. Riesz theorem is obtained.

In this paper we announce several results which will be among those
presented in detail in [2].
Let C(T) be the Banach space of continuous complex valued functions
on the circle group T and JSf the Banach algebra of all bounded linear
operators on C(T). For each t e T, the translation operator Rt is defined by
(RJ)(s) = f(s - t).
We obtain a representation {<&t:teT} of the group T on the Banach
space $£ by defining
0>r(T) =

R_tTRt.

1. Let Te^.
Then the following are equivalent:
(a) l i m ^ o l | T R , - R t T | | = 0 ;
(b) t ~* R_tTRt is continuous into the norm topology of <£ ;
(c) {R_tTRt:te
T} is separable in the norm topology of <£\

PROPOSITION

PROOF. This is a consequence of standard group representation arguments.
The operators T in JSf which satisfy the conditions of Proposition 1 will
be said to translate continuously. The collection of operators in if which
translate continuously will be denoted by if # . 5£# is a norm closed,
{Or}-invariant, subalgebra of $£\
Let M(T) be the space of all finite Borel measures on T. For each fi
in M(T\ the convolution operator C^ on C(T) is defined by

(C„/)(s) = ƒ f{s-t)dpit).
For each integer n, the operator Mn on C(T) is defined by
(Mnf)(s) = einsf(s).
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For each integer n, we denote by ifn the linear subspace of i f consisting
of those T which satisfy the commutation relations
TRt = eintRtT,

teT.

It is clear that each JSfn is contained in J5f# , i£m n S£n = {0} if m ^ n and
STGif m + n if S e i f m a n d T e i ? „ .
It is known that if 0 , the set of operators in i f which commute with
translations, is identical with {C/./ie M(T)} (see [3]).
PROPOSITION 2. Let Te5£. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) TeJ?n;
(b) there is fi in M(T) so T = Mn • CM ;
(c) there is X in M(T) so T = CA • Mn.
PROOF. This is an easy consequence of if 0 = {C^'.jieM(T)}
and the
fact that
Mne^n.
For each integer n, define the operator nn:J£# -> if # by the if # valued integral

7cM(T) = ^

ƒ *

e-intR.tTRtdt.

It is easy to check that 7in is a projection of i f # onto 5£n.
For each Tin if # , the formal series ]£Î £ 7rn(T) will be called the Fourier
series of T (If Tis the operation of multiplication by a continuous function
</>, its Fourier series is J ] - S <l>(n)Mn.)
PROPOSITION 3. Let T be a bounded linear operator on C(T) that translates continuously. Then the Fourier series of T is C — 1 summable to T
in the norm topology of 5£.
PROOF. This

is immediate from Theorem 1.1 of [1].

4. <£# is the smallest norm closed subalgebra of ££ containing
and {C^\/ieM(T)}.

COROLLARY

{Mn:neZ}

As an application of Proposition 3 we obtain a generalization of the F.
and M. Riesz theorem. Define C(T)+ and C(T)_ by
C(T)+ = {ƒ : ƒ e C(T\ f {n) = 0 if n < 0},
C(T)_ = {ƒ : ƒ G C(n f(n) = 0 if n > 0}.
PROPOSITION 5. Let T be a bounded linear operator on C(T) that translates continuously. If T(C(T)+) ^C(T)„,
then T must be a compact
operator.

In the case that T = C^, for some measure \i, because of Lemma 6
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below, Proposition 5 reduces to the F. and M.Riesz theorem, for 0^(0(1)+)
£ C(T)_ is equivalent to fl(n) = 0 for n > 0.
6. Let \i e M(T). Then the following are equivalent :
(a) ii is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure ;
(b) the convolution operator C^ is compact.

LEMMA

This is an easy consequence of the Ascoli theorem and the fact
that a measure ju is absolutely continuous if and only if lim,_>0||K?/j — /i||
= 0.
PROOF.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5. Let n be any positive integer. nn(T)C(T)+
ç C{T). follows by computation from T(C(T)+) ç C{T)_. By Proposition 2, nn(T) = CAoM„ for some XeM(T). Thus Cx{Mn(C{T)+)) ç C(T).,
which shows that X must be absolutely continuous, because of the F. and
M. Riesz theorem. By Lemma 6, nn(T) = CA o Mn is compact, and Proposition 5 now follows from Proposition 3.
Analogues of the above results are valid in rather general circumstances.
C(T) can be replaced by any homogeneous Banach space of functions
(in the sense of [3]) which is closed under multiplication by exponentials,
and analogues of Propositions 1, 2, and 3 will hold. Proposition 5 remains
valid if C(T) is replaced by Ll(T). The formal Fourier series we have
defined makes sense for any operator T on a homogeneous Banach space,
even if T does not translate continuously. The integral defining nn(T) will
exist in the strong operator topology and the Fourier series of T is summable to T in that topology. Finally, analogues for compact abelian
groups can be established. These matters, together with formal properties
of the Fourier series, will be discussed in [2].
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